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Executive Summary 
Soil moisture is a critical parameter for understanding the Earth system and in recent years there 
has been a proliferation of satellite-based soil moisture products. This report investigates current 
and potential future applications of satellite soil moisture data, with a focus on applications in the 
UK and India. It represents an overview of the activities and outcomes of an India-UK Water Centre 
Pump Priming Project entitled ‘Synergistic utilisation of EO-based soil moisture observations: 
Applications in the UK and India’ that were led by the UK co-lead. A review of the literature was 
conducted, as well as, a survey of end-users and a proof-of-concept demonstration on the use 
of low-cost sensors for validating satellite soil moisture products. The report is intended for 
India-UK Water Centre members and stakeholders, and anyone with an interest in the use of soil 
moisture observation from satellites.
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1. Activity Leads 

The Pump Priming Project ‘Synergistic utilisation of EO-based 
soil moisture observations: Applications in the UK and India’ was 
convened by the India-UK Water Centre (IUKWC) and led by the 
Activity Leads:

Dr Emma Tebbs

Lecturer in Physical Geography and Remote Sensing

Department of Geography

King’s College London

London

United Kingdom

Email: emma.tebbs@kcl.ac.uk

Dr Manika Gupta 

Department of Geology

University of Delhi

Delhi

India

Email: manikagup@gmail.com 

The Pump Priming Project took place from January – November 2018.
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2. Project Aims
The India-UK Water Centre is based around five key cross-sectoral themes and aims to deliver a 
portfolio of activities across these themes. This activity focused on the themes:  

• Developing hydro-climate services to support water security. 

• Improving freshwater monitoring frameworks and data for research and management. 

• Transforming science into catchment management solutions.

The Pump Priming Project aimed to:

1. Review current and future satellite-based soil moisture (SM) products and their existing 
and potential future applications in the UK and India. 

2. Identify barriers, opportunities and user needs for incorporating satellite-based SM 
products into existing monitoring and forecasting.

3. Evaluate the potential of integrating Earth Observation (EO) SM estimates into land 
surface model that may help in improving the estimation of soil hydraulic parameters.

4. Evaluate probabilistic estimates of drought indices, as a function of soil water regime 

5. Demonstrate the potential for using new and emerging technologies (COSMOS and low-
cost sensors) for validation of EO products.

This report focuses on activities led by the UK Activity Lead, Dr Emma Tebbs, at King’s College 
London including a literature review, an end-user survey and a pilot demonstration of low-cost 
sensors for validating satellite soil moisture products. These activities contributed to aims 1, 2 
and 5. The activities led by the University of Delhi were curtailed due to unforeseen circumstances 
and were not completed. 

3. Project Team
The Pump Priming team was made up of staff listed in Table 1.

Table 1. List of Project Team Members

Name Institution

UK

1 Dr Emma Tebbs King’s College London

2 Harriet Wilson King’s College London

3 Dr Mark Mulligan King’s College London

4 Dr Kristofer Chan King’s College London

INDIA

5 Dr Manika Gupta University of Delhi

6 Vikrant Maurya University of Delhi

7 Dr Prashant Srivastava Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi
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4. Activity Structure
The IUKWC workshop “Enhancing Freshwater Monitoring through Earth Observation”, University 
of Stirling, UK, 19th – 21st June 2017, demonstrated that there is already a huge amount of 
expertise in the science of remote sensing for freshwater monitoring in both the UK and India, 
but what is comparatively lacking is the application of Earth Observation (EO) technologies and 
products in an operational context. Potential barriers to uptake included limited ground-truth 
data for validation, lack of awareness on available products and the need for better training. 
Hence, this project aimed to investigate barriers and user requirements in more detail and to 
investigate where EO products can be applied to improve monitoring and forecasting.

This study focused on soil moisture (SM), a major fundamental variable in global hydrological 
cycles, which has a huge range of potential applications including agricultural drought and flood 
forecasting, improving irrigation efficiency, risk mapping (e.g. disease, landslides) and integration 
into land surface models to improve predictions. As part of this Pump Priming Project a review 
of the current state of knowledge in the application of satellite-based SM products in the UK and 
India was carried out, providing valuable new information to aid future India-UK collaborations. 
Following this, a survey of current and potential end-users of satellite soil moisture data was 
carried out to identify future opportunities and barriers to uptake of EO-based products. 
This Project also explored the potential for using new technologies (i.e. low-cost sensors) for 
validating EO products, as an improvement on current sparse in situ measurements which fail 
to adequately represent SM variability. Low-cost weather stations and soil moisture sensors 
were constructed and deployed in India as a proof-of-concept study. During the field campaign 
in India, preliminary findings of the study were disseminated to researchers at University of 
Delhi and the Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi. This was an opportunity to get feedback from 
current satellite soil moisture users in India, and these discussions have been included into this 
report. Hence, the Project also facilitated cross-fertilization of ideas between researchers in the 
UK and India and identified future opportunities for collaboration.

Key findings from the literature review and user survey are summarised in Section 6.1; the 
full results will be published in a forthcoming journal article. The publications identified in the 
literature search are included in the reference list at the end of this report and the questions used 
in the user survey are included in Annex A.

5. Low-Cost Sensors for Validation 
of Satellite Soil Moisture Products
This section describes a proof-of concept study to demonstrate how low-cost soil moisture 
sensors could be used to validate EO products, including soil moisture. It outlines the construction 
and deployment in India of two low-cost weather stations and soil moisture sensors.

A lack of in situ soil moisture data for validation is a significant barrier limiting the application 
of satellite SM products; this was identified in both the literature review and user survey (see 
Section 6.1). Existing networks for terrestrial observation have contributed greatly to advancing 
operational applications of satellite soil moisture products, as well as understanding of land 
surface dynamics in general. Soil moisture, air temperature, precipitation, and humidity are all 
important variables in land surface modelling and soil moisture estimation. However, sensor 
networks are costly and have high maintenance requirements, resulting in a lack of data in 
many parts of the world. Low-cost and low-resource options for ground observation offers huge 
potential in filling such data gaps and advancing the use of satellite products.
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5.1. Low-Cost, Automated and Open-Source Sensor Technology

Low-cost sensors are a growing area of technology, facilitated by the manufacturing of competitive 
cloned hardware (e.g. Arduino and Raspberry Pi microcontrollers), open source software (e.g. 
Arduino IDE, and platforms for development and design sharing (e.g. Instructables, Arduino 
playground). Low-cost sensor technology enables cost-effective monitoring of environments 
and enables new applications to develop. It allows a much greater density of sensors and makes 
it affordable for individuals to monitor their own local environments. More advanced sensor 
implementation examples extent to automated management resulting from sensor readings (e.g. 
automated irrigation schemes). The performance of low-cost sensors with reference instruments 
can vary, but in general temperature and moisture sensors are particularly robust (Fisher and 
Gould, 2012). However, implementation costs involved in construction, deployment and hardware 
malfunction can be a significant deterrent of low-cost and open-source sensor designs.   

One of the key barriers to the uptake of satellite soil moisture products is the lack of in situ data 
for validation. In situ data can be used in combination with satellite products to validate both 
satellite soil moisture products and modelled soil moisture data, and to improve the accuracy of 
downscaling and data assimilation. Hence, in this project low-cost sensors were investigated as 
a potential source of ground data for validating satellite soil moisture products and land surface 
modelling estimates. 

5.2. The FreeStation Initiative 

The FreeStation initiative uses open source hardware and software to build and deploy reliable 
automatic weather stations with the lowest cost and easiest build possible. These are designed 
to make reliable, detailed and local climate data more accessible in areas that may have little 
local financial and technical capacity for the collection of such data (www.freestation.org).  

The FreeStation project offers open-source designs for building low-cost weather stations 
for those with little or no experience of electronics or computer coding. The flexible range 
of FreeStation designs and sensor combinations offers a weather station suitable for many 
different projects. The materials needed, design and instructions for the FreeStation products 
are made freely available upon request (http://www.freestation.org/building) to users all around 
the world, who then go on to construct the weather stations themselves. FreeStation users are 
then encouraged to upload their weather data back into the FreeStation network and thereby 
contribute to improving the spatial resolution and reducing the geographical bias in global data 
coverage.  

Weather stations can provide a lot of useful observational data and are a necessary requirement 
for many field work studies. However, weather stations are generally not cheap and often exceed 
the budget constraints of many small-scale studies. For longer-term or large projects, a cheaper 
weather station product offers the potential for a high-density network of stations, which might 
be particularly important for satellite-based studies. 

5.3. Building the Low-Cost Sensors

While the focus of this project was on soil moisture, weather stations were built in addition to 
soil moisture sensors, as these can provide a complementary set of climatic measurements 
(temperature, precipitation etc.) that can be useful for data assimilation into models. The suite 
of measurements collected can also be useful for interpreting the soil moisture values and 
for validating other complementary satellite datasets (e.g. precipitation). However, for some 
applications stand-alone soil moisture sensors would be sufficient. 

The completed FreeStations, as shown in Figure 1, were based on the FreeStation Meso 
Automatic Weather Station design (version 5.9, http://www.freestation.org/building), which 
measure temperature, humidity, rainfall, wind speed and direction, solar radiation and soil 
moisture. 
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The original plan was for the soil moisture sensor to be integrated into the FreeStation weather 
station. However, due to technical issues encountered and time limitations, the decision was 
made to proceed with separate soil moisture sensors using a simple design from the King’s 
College London lab team. The soil moisture sensor design was based on the same electronic 
components as the FreeStation, using the Arduino Pro Mini 3.3v microcontroller board as the 
basis of the logger. The soil moisture sensor used was the Vegetronix VH400 soil moisture 
probe (Figure 2). The probe was chosen because of the reported high accuracy, capacity to be 
buried and non-corrosive materials. The sensor is programmed to sleep between measurements 
resulting in a very low battery consumption rate.

Figure 1. Completed FreeStations during the testing period prior to their 
deployment.

Figure 2. Vegetronix soil moisture probe – VH400
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Cost of Materials and Time Considerations
The cost of materials for building the FreeStation Meso Automatic Weather Stations is around 
£194, including the logger, housing, power supply, and sensors.  However, the price of parts can 
fluctuate considerably. 

The build time and any associated labour costs are also an important consideration. In this project 
the low-cost sensors took significantly longer to build than originally anticipated. This was due to 
faulty components and time spent waiting for replacement parts to arrive, and troubleshooting. 
In total, it took three weeks for one person to build the two FreeStations and two days to build 
and test the soil moisture probes. The soil moisture probes were, therefore, considered much 
easier to build and source materials for than the weather stations. The build time per station 
would be significantly reduced if more stations are built as it would become easier to source 
parts in bulk and easier to construct. 

Advice for Building the FreeStations and Other Low-Cost Sensors
This section gives a summary of the lessons learnt during the construction of the FreeStations 
and soil moisture sensors. Advice is presented for anyone interested in constructing their own 
low-cost sensors for a research project.  

Building sensors as an electronics novice is a steep learning curve. The key challenges 
encountered when making the sensors for this project were as follows:

• In the beginning, novices may find that they are following instructions without an 
understanding of how the finished product will work. The instructions take you through 
the full construction of the weather station; however, upon completion there is a significant 
chance that the product will not work immediately. It is not until the troubleshooting and 
installation phase that you will start to make sense of how the product works. 

• The first sensor made will be the most difficult and will take much longer than subsequent 
sensors to make. This must be kept in mind when time planning. 

• As the aim is to make a low-cost product, the materials used are also low-cost. This 
means that faulty parts can be a problem. For example, in this project a whole batch of 
humidity and temperature sensor parts that we ordered were faulty, causing a significant 
delay finding the problem and waiting for new parts. In addition, whilst the cost of 
components is significantly reduced by ordering directly from the manufacturers (often 
located in China), lead times can exceed a month. 

• If a problem is encountered, often the only way for novices to fix it is by trial-and-error. 
While this can be frustrating, it also helps you to gain a better understanding of the 
product and puts you in a good position to fix things if they don’t work when the sensor 
is deployed in the field.  

• It is tricky to work towards a deadline when building low-cost sensors, as there are often 
unexpected issues encountered. In this project, the time taken to finish the sensors was 
increased dramatically by the need to order new parts to replace those that were faulty. 

After our experiences building the sensors for this project, we would like to pass on some advice 
to anyone considering using low-cost sensors: 

• Make one complete sensor first. Then make any further sensors once the first one is 
complete. This can save you time and materials as mistakes are likely to be made with 
the first of any design. Subsequent sensors can then be built in parallel. 

• Order parts early, and order spares. Lead times for low-cost electronics can be very long 
as they are often shipped from manufacturing countries such as China. There is also 
a high chance that at least a few parts will be faulty or that during construction of the 
sensors some parts will get damaged. 
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• Test the individual sensor parts first. This will prevent you from having to troubleshoot 
once all the sensors are wired up. Additionally, if you have soldered faulty parts it can be 
tricky to de-solder the part to replace it.

• See example websites below for checking your sensors work: 

- Soil moisture probes: http://www.cheapvegetablegardener.com/how-to-use-
vegetronix-soil-moisture/

- Temperature and humidity sensor: https://learn.adafruit.com/adafruit-htu21d-f-
temperature-humidity-sensor/wiring-and-test 

• Give yourself time to test the sensors. If you can put the finished sensors next to a 
calibrated weather station, this provides a great opportunity to calibrate your weather 
stations.

5.4. Fieldwork Summary 

A field trip to India was conducted in September 2018 to deploy the low-cost sensors as part 
of the project deliverables. The main objective of the fieldwork was the installation of the two 
FreeStations and soil moisture probes at two locations in India. This section will summarise the 
purpose of the fieldwork, the schedule, the outputs and potential future work. 

Fieldwork Aims
Globally there are a number of dense soil moisture sensor networks (e.g. Remedhus in Spain 
and Tereno in Germany), which have facilitated the use of satellite data for many applications, 
such as flood modelling. However, there is significant spatial bias in the global distribution of soil 
moisture sensors and there are significant data gaps in some areas. Increasing the availability 
of in situ soil moisture data using low-cost sensor networks will improve the usefulness of 
satellite soil moisture products by enabling better calibration and validation of these products, 
particularly in areas were in situ data is currently lacking.  Hence, one of the project objectives 
was to ‘demonstrate the potential for using new and emerging technologies (COSMOS and low-
cost sensors) for validation of EO products’. 

To address this objective, existing designs for low-cost sensors were evaluated as a means for 
collecting data for the validation of satellite projects. The two FreeStation Meso Weather Stations 
and separate soil moisture sensors were deployed in India, where there are many applications 
that could be improved by satellite soil moisture products but where there is a general lack of in 
situ validation data. The data from the FreeStations will also be uploaded to the FreeStation data 
network to contribute to filling spatial and temporal data gaps.  

Fieldwork Schedule  
The fieldwork was conducted from the 9th – 18th September 2018, at the end of the monsoon, 
when the rains had mostly stopped. The sensors were deployed at two locations in India 
therefore, requiring travel between sites. To allow for travel, deployment, presentations and 
troubleshooting, 10 days in the field were required. The schedule for the trip is outlined in Table 1.

 Table 1. Fieldwork schedule

Date Location Tasks

9th September Delhi Travel London to Delhi

10th September Delhi Installation of Freestation & Soil Moisture sensor

11th September Delhi Presentation at Delhi University

12th September Delhi/Varanasi Train to Varanasi

13th September Varanasi Installation of Freestation & Soil Moisture sensor

14th September Varanasi Presentation at Banaras Hindu University
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15th September Varanasi Check data & troubleshooting for Freestation

16th September Varanasi/Delhi Train to Delhi

17th September Delhi Check data & troubleshooting for Freestation

18th September Delhi/London Travel Delhi to London

Key Output: Sensor Deployment
Overall, the deployment of the sensors was successful. At both sites, the FreeStations and soil 
moisture sensors were installed and tested, and found to be successfully logging data. The 
deployment conditions were different for each site and the location was decided by the site 
characteristics and the host requirements. The exact situation of the sensors was also a function 
of available and secure space and poles for fixing the sensor. The environmental set-up for the 
FreeStations is shown in (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. FreeStation meso weather stations at (left) University of Delhi – roof of the Geology Department, 
and (b) Banaras Hindu University – experiment fields.

At the University of Delhi, the campus was very busy and there was a lack of free space. The 
FreeStation was therefore positioned on the roof - allowing easy access for maintenance. One 
potential issue is the effect of high albedo (mosaic floor) on the pyranometer readings. The soil 
moisture sensor was located on the department lawn. Unfortunately, one probe was broken 
after a few days of deployment, and this was assumed to be due to it being run over by a 
lawn mower. This did not prevent further measurements being collected as there were two soil 
moisture probes for each sensor, however it did highlight the need to find a suitable location for 
long term deployment, including potentially marking out the area to help protect the sensors. At 
Banaras Hindu University, both the Freestation and soil moisture sensor were located in the crop 
experiment site, which is a secured site and unlikely to be disturbed. 

While the deployment of the sensors was successful, there were some initial teething issues. At 
the University of Delhi, the FreeStation initially had some power issues due to an overcharge of 
energy through the solar panel, causing smoking of the battery holder. This was due to a thicker 
wire being used from the solar charge regulator than specified in the guidance. This caused 
some problems and required re-wiring and re-testing of the sensor, however this was eventually 
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resolved. Although the battery holder continued to work, the batteries were not as tightly fitted, 
and a new holder may be required. At the Banaras Hindu University there were also some issues 
resulting from poor connections in the solar regulator. This was also fixed in the field but may 
cause ongoing problems if the cables continue to come loose. The soil moisture sensors are a 
simpler design and easier to deploy, however they did have to be reprogrammed on site as they 
had not been updated to Indian time.

The troubleshooting process required to solve these problems served as a very useful teaching 
tool for sharing knowledge of the product set-up. Those in India that will be responsible for 
maintaining the sensors were able to assist with the troubleshooting process and showed a lot 
of interest and prior knowledge of electronics (see Figure 4). It is likely that any common issues 
that could arise in the future with the sensors, will be easily resolved by the on-site teams or with 
assistance over Skype.

Figure 4. Students from the University of Delhi and Banaras Hindu University assisting with the installation 
of the FreeStations.

Additional Outputs 
Beyond sensor deployment, the field trip also contributed to other project objectives. In particular, 
the field work allowed an opportunity to present and gain feedback on the project results with 
current satellite soil moisture users in India. 

A 20-minute presentation was given at both the University of Delhi and the Banaras Hindu 
University (Figure 5), on the project findings, followed by around 10 minutes of questions. The 
presentation included a summary of the literature review, survey and sensor construction.  Around 
15 university staff and students attended each presentation. These presentations were used to 
disseminate preliminary results of the project, and to instigate discussions around the topic of 
satellite soil moisture products. 

In general, the field trip offered many opportunities for discussion with both new and experienced 
satellite soil moisture users in India. This discussion was very important for confirming the findings 
of the literature review and ensuring nothing important was missed. A few additional sources for 
the literature review were identified following these discussions. 
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Future Work  
The success of the sensor deployment has demonstrated the high potential for future follow-
on projects. In particular, the individual soil moisture sensor was shown to be cheap, light and 
simple to work with. There is interest in deploying more sensors at the Banaras Hindu University, 
where Dr Prashant Srivastava’s lab is interested in exploring the use of in situ sensor networks 
for validating downscaled satellite soil moisture data for agricultural monitoring (e.g. precision 
irrigation planning). A greater sensor network would increase the value of the data for validation, 
and also resolve questions around the sensitivity of the soil moisture sensors to soil types and 
the accuracy of sensors.  This could be a very simple and cost-effective follow-on project which 
could contribute to the advancement of satellite products in regions where in situ data is a 
limitation. 

Summary
The fieldwork component of this project was highly beneficial to the project aims and has also 
identified areas for potential future work. The main purpose of the fieldwork was the deployment 
of the sensors, which was successful although highlighted some of the issues of working with 
open-source, low-cost technology. The fieldwork also provided the opportunity to share and 
promote the findings of the project and contributed to identifying additional sources for the 
literature review. The fieldwork has initiated potential further collaborations with the University of 
Delhi and Banaras Hindu University, to follow-on with work carried out in the project. 

6. Activity Conclusions and Outputs
This section summarises the key findings and outcomes of the literature review and user survey, 
and the proof-of-concept study on low-cost sensors for validation (section 5). Conclusions and 
outcomes of the activity are also presented.

Figure 5. Presentation of project findings at the Banaras Hindu University soil 
moisture lab
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6.1. Key Findings and Outcomes

Summary of Findings of the Literature Survey:
Soil moisture (SM) is a critical parameter for understanding the Earth system; it controls the 
partitioning of water and energy at the Earth’s surface and is an important variable influencing 
plant growth. SM is an important driving variable for many water-related hazards, including 
flooding, drought, landslides and wildfires. 

The last decade has seen a proliferation of EO-based SM products, largely due to advancements 
in retrieval methods and a rise in the number and capabilities of satellite sensors. The 
accuracy of satellite SM products has improved, and now satellite products are comparable 
to SM estimates from land surface models. Nevertheless, difficulties in producing accurate 
SM retrievals remain, such as radio frequency interference and the influence of background 
information from soil texture and dense vegetation (Muñoz-Sabater et al., 2016). To overcome 
the limitations of individual datasets, merged satellite products have been developed such as the 
ESA Climate Change Initiative SM product, the first global, multi-decadal SM dataset, released 
in 2012. Synergies between satellite and modelled SM has also been explored as an opportunity 
to improve accuracies and to manipulate the spatial and temporal resolution of soil moisture 
datasets (Al-Shrafany et al., 2014; Brocca, 2017a), and increasingly satellite SM products are 
being incorporated into models through the process of data assimilation.

Satellite-based SM products have huge potential for improving monitoring and forecasting in 
India and the UK. There are a wide variety of potential applications of satellite SM data but 
many of these are still in their infancy and have yet to be taken up operationally by governments 
or commercial organisations. This study reviewed available literature and identified three main 
application areas for satellite SM products: climate and weather forecasting, environmental 
hazard monitoring, and agricultural services. 

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) modelling is regarded as one of the most mature satellite 
SM applications (Wagner et al., 2013a). In the UK, there are currently two operational NWP 
models which incorporate satellite soil moisture products, and in recent years, there has been 
strong collaboration between the UK and India focusing on NWP modelling and prediction of the 
Indian monsoon (e.g. the INCOMPASS project), and there is potential for incorporating satellite 
observations of SM variability to help improve monsoon predictions. 

The accuracy of NWP modelling in the UK has benefited from the availability of abundant in situ 
meteorological observations, and more recently observed soil moisture data has also become 
available, through the Cosmic Ray SM Monitoring Network (COSMOS-UK) deployed in 2013. 
The COSMOS-India project, a partnership between COSMOS-UK and universities in India, will 
improve the availability of SM data for India and will contribute to improved understanding of SM 
dynamics, and the validation/calibration of satellite products. In situ SM data in India is scarce 
and the availability of open access in situ data will be a huge benefit for studies with a range of 
different applications.

Satellite SM data has great potential to contribute to regional drought monitoring. Satellite 
datasets are already widely used to quantify drought severity. However, although soil moisture 
is the most important variable for agricultural drought, lack of data has often led to the use of 
purely meteorologically based drought indices (Nicolai-Shaw et al., 2016; Martinez-Fernandez 
et al., 2016; Mu et al., 2013), which can result in the incorrect parameterization of drought 
(Halwatura et al., 2017). Hence, satellite SM products can improve the detection of agricultural 
drought, and multidecadal products such as ESA CCI SM are advancing understanding of long-
term trends in drought (Nicolai-Shaw et al., 2017; Rahmani et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016). The 
potential for incorporating SM data into national drought monitoring in India is particularly high 
given the existing use of similar satellite-derived meteorological drought indices. However, the 
diversity of land cover and climate zones in India presents significant challenges for national-
scale application.
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Flood forecasting is a well explored application for satellite soil moisture products. However, 
significant challenges remain for the assimilations of satellite soil moisture data into flood 
models, including the mismatch in spatial resolution and soil depth between models and satellite 
products. Several studies have used dual assimilation, including both SM as a state variable 
and soil moisture corrected-rainfall as a forcing variable (Crow and Ryu, 2008; Chen et al., 2011, 
2014; Tekali & Fouli, 2017; Massari et al., 2018). The use of satellite soil moisture products for 
flood forecasting in India is rare, with one of the main challenges being the poor spatial resolution 
satellite soil moisture products. Hence, studies in India have focused on the development of 
downscaling methods to improve the spatial resolution of soil moisture data (Singh et al., 2016). 
In the UK, there are projects exploring the assimilation of satellite SM data into the JULES land 
surface model to improve flood prediction (e.g. the SINATRA project).

Satellite SM data has been used for monitoring the crop condition (McNally et al., 2015; 
Champagne et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016), and predicting yields (Ines et al., 2013; El Sharif et 
al., 2015). Advancements in microwave satellite sensors has also shown promise for irrigation 
monitoring (Kumar et al., 2015; Gupta et al., 2016; Lawston et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2017), 
however the application is still relatively new (Brocca et al., 2017c; Petropoulos et al., 2018). 
Agricultural applications present challenges that must be addressed before the use of satellite 
SM products becomes operational, including: spatial and temporal resolution; penetration 
depth; and acquisition conditions (heterogeneity of vegetation cover and RFI) (Petropoulos et al., 
2018). However, new satellite products provided in near real time and with finer (< 10 km) spatial 
resolution will help to address some of these issues (e.g. SMAP passive enhanced product, 
SMOS near real time etc.).

Remote sensing-based crop monitoring and forecasting is well developed in India (Parihar, 
2016; Rajak et al., 2016; Jayakumar et al., 2016; Chakraborty et al., 2015), and there is much 
scope to utilise satellite SM products (Parihar, 2006, Parihar, 2016). Possibilities include 
incorporating satellite SM products into existing national crop yield modelling or using the 
data to support decision making, for example by providing SM based information on crop 
conditions and environmental hazards to farmers via text message (Venkatasubramanian et al., 
2014; Chattopadhyay and Chandras, 2018). Satellite SM data has also been used to assess the 
impact of policy changes in India. For example, Singh et al. (2017) used AMSR-E SM to detect 
pre- and post- Water Act irrigation estimates. In the UK, there are existing satellite products for 
commercial crop monitoring (e.g. Land Cover Plus: Crops), and the new Sentinel-1 10 km SM 
product has potential for enhancing existing crop monitoring services for applications such as 
crop stress and water use mapping across the growing season. 

The main barriers preventing the uptake of satellite SM observations identified in the literature 
were: availability of ground data, product characteristics such as spatial resolution, data 
access, training, awareness and collaboration. The significant spatial bias in ground-based SM 
observations, and the large data gaps in some regions, including India, is limiting the calibration 
and validation of satellite products. Product and sensor characteristics also present barriers 
and in particular spatial resolution is still limiting for some applications. Downscaling methods 
can help to address this, but these can introduce additional uncertainties. The planned high-
resolution L-band sensor onboard NISAR, is likely to drive huge advancements, particularly 
for India (Mohanty et al., 2017). Better characterisation of uncertainty is also required for 
incorporating satellite products into models. Data access policies can deter potential users and 
ideally, to maximise the use of satellite products, data should be open source and as simple 
to access as possible. Many products are already available open source but there is potential 
for ease of access to be improved. There is a need for more training in the use of satellite SM 
observation and for more information on available products. Lack of awareness is another key 
barrier, particularly since advancements in satellite SM detection are relatively new. There is also 
a need for more collaboration between the remote sensing community and other disciplines to 
advance the use of satellite soil moisture products in new application areas.
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Key Results from the User Survey: 
• A self-selecting sample of 88 people were surveyed, made up of 68% from academia 

and 23% from the private sector, primarily working in India and the UK. Respondents 
included people from a range of disciplines, working across different climatic zones and 
habitat types. 

• Just under half of respondents (48%) had used satellite SM data before. These current 
users had made use of many different satellite sensors, the main ones being SMOS and 
SMAP, and several also mentioned the ESA CCI merged satellite product.

• 86% of current users had used ground data for validation of satellite SM estimates. 
Some has used existing observation networks, while others collected their own SM data, 
including setting up new sensor networks. There was a perceived lack of ground data 
for validation and some had used alternative approaches for validation such as inter-
comparison with other satellite datasets and models. 

• Out of the 46 respondents who had not used satellite SM data (potential users), 48% had 
considered using satellite soil moisture products. When asked what satellite sensors they 
had considered, 31% selected “Don’t know” suggesting a lack of awareness of available 
products and sensors. The most common sensors that had been considered were SMAP, 
Sentinel-1 and TRMM-TMI.

• The applications where potential users though SM data could be most usefully applied 
were agricultural management, drought monitoring and forecasting, water management, 
environmental monitoring and land surface modelling. 

• 84% of potential users said they were likely to use satellite data in future, for applications 
including drought monitoring, climate change research, incorporating into models, 
commercial applications and understanding vegetation dynamics.

• Data requirements varied depending on the application, but the most common 
requirements were for a spatial resolution of “Less than 1 km”, “Daily” repeat frequency 
and preferred data formats of NetCDF and GeoTiff. Global coverage was required by most 
current users, but regional coverage was enough for most potential users. Knowledge of 
product uncertainties was also mentioned as an important data requirement.  

• The key characteristics of satellite SM data for current users were “Accessibility of 
data”, “Spatial resolution” and “Temporal resolution”, while for potential users the most 
important characteristics were “Accessibility of data”, “Spatial resolution” and “Spatial 
coverage”. 

• On average, all data characteristics were rated as either “Important”, “Very important” 
or “Critical” for both current and potential users, highlighting the challenges for data 
providers to produce products which fulfil the needs of users across many different 
criteria. 

• Current users found “Availability of ground truth data”, “Availability of near real time data” 
and “Spatial resolution” the most restrictive characteristics, while “Accessibility of data” 
and “Spatial coverage” were the most beneficial. 

• Potential future users were discouraged most by “Cost of data”, “Accessibility of data”, 
“Cloud penetration” and “Availability of ground truth data”. The most encouraging 
characteristics were “Spatial coverage”, “Spatial resolution” and “Accuracy of the satellite 
sensor”. This highlights that there is a need to get the message out to potential users that 
there is lots of free satellite SM data available, and to provide guidance on how to access 
available products.

• When asked what improvements in satellite-based soil moisture products would be most 
advantageous to their application area, by far the most common request was for improved 
spatial and temporal resolutions. Accuracy and quality of the retrievals also came up as 
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important, as well as improvements in the quantification of errors and uncertainty. Other 
required improvements included an ability to retrieve SM under dense vegetation and the 
sampling of SM in deeper soil layers. Training and data accessibility were also mentioned 
as important areas. 

• When asked ‘How might satellite-based soil moisture data benefit you and your discipline 
in the future?’ a wide range of discipline and application areas were mentioned including 
climate change, water resources management, agriculture, land management, drought 
monitoring, crop productivity, vegetation stress, geohazards, land surface modelling, 
land-atmosphere interactions and numerical weather prediction. A word cloud generated 
from the responses to this question can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Word cloud generated from the responses to the question ‘How might satellite-based soil 
moisture data benefit you and your discipline in the future?’

•  Respondents identified SM data as being “important”, “required” and even “critical” 
for their research, with the potential to offer immense benefits across a wide range of 
disciplines.

• Respondents were asked the extent to which different application areas will benefit from 
satellite soil moisture data in future. Benefits were expected across all application areas, 
but the areas identified as having the most potential to benefit were: “Drought monitoring 
and forecasting”, “Hydrological modelling”, “Water management”, “Agricultural 
management”, “Land surface modelling” and “Flood monitoring and forecasting”. 
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• Only 17% of respondents had received training in the use of satellite SM products, but 
91% said that they would find future training in satellite soil moisture data products useful. 
The preferred format for training was a workshop taking place over several days with a 
mix of practical “hands on” exercises and lectures to cover theoretical aspects. However, 
some respondents indicated a preference for online training delivery. Topics that should 
be covered included: data access, data processing, understanding uncertainty, data 
assimilation and applications.

Summary of Pilot Study and Fieldwork:
Low-cost sensors are a growing area of technology that have potential to contribute the validation 
of EO data products by increasing the availability and spatial coverage of ground observations. 
There is also potential for such data to be incorporated into models, e.g. through data assimilation. 
However, low-cost sensors are not without their limitations. In this study, the feasibility of using 
low-cost sensors for EO data validation was investigated. Two FreeStation weather stations and 
two standalone soil moisture loggers were constructed and successfully deployed in India, at 
University of Delhi and Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi. The individual soil moisture sensors 
were shown to be cheap, light and simple to work with, and the FreeStations weather stations 
were also valuable as they can provide a suit of meteorological measurements that can be used 
for a range of applications. During the field campaign, potential follow on projects were identified, 
including a collaboration with Banaras Hindu University to deploy a network of low-cost soil 
moisture for validating downscaled satellite soil moisture data for agricultural monitoring. 

Based on our experiences in this study the following conclusions were drawn:

Advantages of low-cost sensors:

• Their low-cost makes them affordable within the budget of small projects and means that 
larger projects can purchase many sensors to increase spatial coverage.

• Bespoke designs can be developed to incorporate multiple different sensors or for 
automated logging at time intervals specified by the user. 

• Building the sensors is a good way to develop knowledge of electronics, coding and 
sensor design, and this can be useful for maintaining the sensors in the long-term or for 
working out how to fix them if things go wrong in the field. 

Disadvantages of low-cost sensors:

• The sensors can take a long time to design and build and it can be hard to predict how 
long they will take to make, particularly for the first few sensors as a lot of time is often 
spent troubleshooting. 

• Reliability of the sensors can be a problem, but this can be improved by time spent 
developing robust designs. 

• Accuracy can also be an issue but in general temperature and moisture sensors are 
particularly robust (Fisher and Gould, 2012).

Advice for people considering using low-cost sensors:

• Low-cost sensors are a good option when many sensors are required. If only a small 
number of sensors are needed, then low-cost sensors may not be the best option as time 
spent learning how to build the sensors and perfecting the designs can be considerable. 

• Order parts well in advance as lead times can be well over a month and order spares as 
parts can often be faulty due to the low-cost nature of the products.

• Test individual components first before soldering to avoid problems later. 

• Make sure you factor in time for testing and ideally do a comparison with commercial 
equipment as a way of calibrating your low-cost sensors.
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6.2. Conclusions and Recommendations

Soil moisture is a critical parameter for understanding the Earth system. The last decade has 
seen a huge increase in the number of EO-based SM sensors and products, and substantial 
improvements in retrieval methods (Brocca et al., 2017b). Multi-sensors products have been 
developed (e.g. ESA CCI SM), to overcome the limitations of individual sensors and to provide 
long-term SM observations. Some difficulties in the retrieval of satellite SM remain, such as 
radio frequency interference and the influence of dense vegetation (Petropoulos et al., 2015). 
Additionally, for some applications the coarse spatial resolutions and shallow penetration 
depths of satellite SM products still present challenges. However, downscaling methods and the 
assimilation of data into models can help to address some of these difficulties. 

A review of the literature demonstrated that satellite-based SM products have huge potential for 
improving monitoring and forecasting in India and the UK. NWP modelling is one of the most 
mature satellite SM applications (Wagner et al., 2013a) and in the UK satellite SM observations are 
used in two operational NWP models. Furthermore, an India-UK collaboration is now exploring 
the use of satellite SM for improving predictions of the Indian monsoon. Satellite SM data has 
great potential for monitoring of water-related hazard, such as regional droughts, particularly in 
India, and flood forecasting. Potential agricultural applications include assessing crop condition, 
predicting yields and monitoring irrigation. There are opportunities to develop these products 
into commercial agricultural services or for use in supporting government decision-making. 

The user survey carried out in this study identified SM data as being highly important across 
many different disciplines. The application areas identified as having the most potential to 
benefit from satellite SM data were: drought monitoring and forecasting; hydrological modelling; 
water management; agricultural management; land surface modelling; and flood monitoring 
and forecasting. A wide range of other potential applications were also mentioned including 
climate change studies, land management, crop productivity, vegetation stress, geohazards, 
land-atmosphere interactions and NWP. 

Despite the clear potential benefits of satellite SM data, several barriers preventing the uptake 
of satellite SM observations were identified in the literature, including: availability of ground 
data, spatial resolution, data access and training, and awareness. The user survey also provided 
information on potential barriers and user requirements. Data accessibility and spatial resolution 
were identified by users as the most important characteristics of satellite SM products. Spatial 
coverage was the main positive aspect of current satellite products identified by users, and 
limiting factors included availability of ground truth data, availability of near-real-time data and 
spatial resolution. 

Of the 46 potential users surveyed, 84% said they were likely to use satellite SM data in future. 
However, there was a lack of awareness of available satellite sensors amongst potential users and 
a desire for more knowledge and training. While current users were happy with data accessibility, 
interestingly potential users identified data cost and accessibility as discouraging. When asked 
what improvements in satellite-based soil moisture products would be most advantageous, the 
most common responses were improved spatial and temporal resolutions, accuracy of retrievals 
and quantification of uncertainty. A large proportion of those surveyed (91%) said that future 
training on satellite soil moisture products would be useful to them.

Both the literature review and user survey identified a lack of in situ SM data as a key problem 
limiting the uptake of satellite SM products. In the UK, a network of cosmic ray soil moisture 
sensors (COSMOS-UK, https://cosmos.ceh.ac.uk/) provides in situ observations, and the 
COSMOS-India project is improving the availability of in situ SM data for India. However, these 
systems are highly expensive so the number of sensors that can be deployed is limited. In 
this study, a pilot demonstration was carried out to investigate the feasibility of using low-cost 
sensors for validating EO products. Weather stations and SM sensors were constructed and 
deployed in India and these experiences highlighted the practicalities of using low-cost sensors 
such as the significant time investment required to learn how to build the sensors and develop 
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robust designs. In future, there is potential for a larger study to establish a network of low-cost 
SM probes and investigate their use for validating downscaled satellite products.

Recommendations:
This Pump Priming Project has highlighted the huge potential for satellite SM products to 
contribute to monitoring and forecasting in the UK and India. To increase use of satellite SM data 
in the UK and India, and take advantages of the benefits and opportunities it offers, the following 
actions are recommended: 

• Data Access: Satellite SM data should be easily accessible. It should be open source and 
made available through a user-friendly web interface in a range of formats. 

• Awareness: There is a need to raise awareness of available satellite SM products amongst 
potential users. Importantly, information is required on how users can access freely 
available satellite SM and which sensors and products are best for particular applications. 
This information should be provided in a format that can be easily understood by someone 
with limited knowledge of remote sensing. 

• Training: Training opportunities in the use of satellite SM products are required. The 
user survey highlighted the huge demand for training workshops covering practical and 
theoretical aspects including: data access, data processing and software, understanding 
uncertainty, data assimilation and applications. Online training materials, such as online 
guides and webinars, would also be highly valuable to end users. 

• Product Characteristics: Future advancements in sensors and retrieval methods will 
increase the usefulness of satellite SM products. In particular, the low spatial resolution 
of current satellite SM products is still a significant limitation for some applications. To 
help address this, downscaled products should be developed, with well characterised 
uncertainties, and made available to the user community. 

• Ground Data: Increases in the availability and spatial coverage of ground-based SM 
observation are needed for the calibration and validation of satellite SM products. Low-
cost sensor networks have potential as a means of improving availability of in situ SM 
data. A future study investigating this possibility in more depth would be highly valuable. 

• Collaboration: A user community should be developed to encourage collaboration across 
disciplines for the application of satellite SM products. Knowledge sharing between the 
remote sensing and user communities should be encouraged to improve compatibility 
between satellite products and models. A future knowledge-transfer project, focusing on 
the use of satellite SM data for commercial applications or by public organisations would 
also be beneficial.

An accompanying State of the Science Brief summarizing the key thematic points arising from 
the Activity can be found at www.iukwc.org
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